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I. The Trial Chamber ordered that the Defence for the First and Third Accused file the final
version of their military expert's Expert Report no latc:r than 4:00pm on Monday, the 26 th of
rvlay 2008 (Order 2).1

2. There have been a number of delays in the completiion of this Report. The expert has
indicated he has had insufficient time to complete the Report. The expert is presently
reviewing this latest Report and may provide amendments in due course.

3. Herewith, the Defence for the First and Third Accused files their military expert's Expert
Report.

Dated 26 th May 2008

Wayne Jordash
t;areta Ashraph

! Prosecutor v. Sesay et al. SCSL-04-1S-1 139, "Order on Gbao ,nd Sesay Urgent Application for Extension of
Time to File Expert Report". nnd May 2008.
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Foreword
Military structure/organisation
In the majority of cases a military organisation is structured to defend the country from
attack. Today. more and more nations hav~: a military organisation, which both can
defend the nation, provide an anti-invasion defence, a rapid reaction defence, and even
to participate in operations overseas, such as)eacekeeping operations.

Different types of military structures
(1) An Anti-invasion Structure
A hierarchal structure, consisting of a mixture of a national, territorial protection forces
areas and highly developed combat units (wi:h divisions, brigades, battalions composed
in efficient battle groups). These units are highly mobile and are supported by air
combat units and helicopters.

(II) Rapid reaction structure
This structure is based upon a need for a high degree of vigilance, mobility and an
ability to operate effectively in different types of terrain and climate zones. These units
are organised into battle groups with self-supporting logistics.
(III) Territorial army structure
This type of structure is often formed in calm areas, where the units are given tasks to
control the territory and civil population. Mi litary support to the civilian administration
is essential.
(IV) National protected military structure (with both military and police units)
In this structure, military units can take cae: of police matters and vice versa. The
structure is common after an invasion (eg. post-war situation in Iraq).
(V) Peace promoting military structure
Peace-promoting operations receive a mand:lte from the United Nation under Chapter
VII of the UN Charter. Examples include missions which using force keep fighting
parties apart and armed missions to protect humanitarian activity and the civil
population. A peace-enforcing operation is invariably conducted without consent from
at least one of the parties. The military structure is almost the same as the rapid reaction
structure.
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5) Mid-March 1998 to December 1998
A mixture of a territorial army structure :Kailahun) and a kind of light guerrilla
organisation (Kono, Koinadugu). The structwe between the AFRC and the RUF is very
loose.
6) Decembcr 1998 to December 1999
The RUF appeared to exhibit more of a regular army structure. There were more
planned and/or coordinated assaults typical of an organised regular army.
7) December 1999 to May 2000
The RUF seems to be a military organisation in decomposition, but with limited power.
During this timc the organisation was loose \\-ith unclear command circumstances.

II.
The
common
military
characteristics/features
guerrilla/insurgency /protect movemmt

of

a

What are the typical characteristics of an insurgency?
I. Lack of Reform by ruling elite
An important condition for the emergence of an insurgency is that the ruling elite
oppose the necessary and fundamental refor m; that will reduce the elites own power
and privileges. In a situation likt: this, its difficult over to avoid some form of
confrontation between the traditional power elite and new political (or religious) forces.
Increasingly, it is likely that the confrontation will be characterised by violence. Social
insurgencies often begin with strikes and denonstrations. If the ruling power responds
with great violence and arrests, activists may organise themselves into various forms of
armed groups. If the regime shows itself 11Ilwilling to satisfy popular demands or
expectations, it will lose legitimacy and the rt gime often feels compelled to increase the
use of forcible means to ensure that the population remains law-abiding. 'Law and
order' often becomes the most common catch Nord used to justify this increase in force ..
2. If a revolutionary leadership emerges th2t is motivated and well-educated, it will
naturally furthcr reinforce the tendency for the regime to exercise force against all
forms of opposition. The regime will implement measures that may end up reinforcing
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(VI) A light guerrilla military structure
This structure is based on the use of small units organised mainly in a battalion combat
structure using light portable weapon systems. This structure does not need to use a
road system. It relies upon a high degree of mobility. This structure makes frequent use
of "hit and run" tactics.
(VII) A heavy guerrilla structure.
This structure is based on the use of light and heavy units, namely light infantry units
which can attack deep into the areas of tbe enemy (hit and run) and heavy units
organized into battalions (or sometimes brigades) which are further supported by
artillery and tanks.

Conclusion - The RUF military organisation from 1996 to 2000.
1) 1996 (J ungle War Period)
The RUF in this period was a light guerrilla rr.ilitary organisation. The area commanders
had the task to fulfil guerrilla tasks within the:ir areas. The structure was hierarchical
with a HQ. The roles of the different commalders were unclear. For example, the RUF
appear not to have specified the de facto chan.cteristics of the different assignments.
2) December 1996 to May 1997
The RUF was still a light guerrilla organis,tion. The chain of command seems to be
unclear during this period. The Kailahun District is a clear base for the RUF and
appeared to have a territorial structure.
3) May 1997 to 13 February 1998
This period is more characteristic of anal ional protection structure. The RUF was
militarily organised to control the area together with the AFRC. The structure seems to
have been more like a police force. The military command structure was unclear, with
double or triple command.
4) The retreat from Freetown
This was a non-military structure.
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the differences within the existing social sy~:tem and thereby widen the gap between
those who govern and those governed. In the emerging conflict splits may develop
within the ruling elite between, for exampk, moderates and reactionaries. This will
contribute to weakening the effectiveness, colhesiveness and solidarity of the ruling
elite.
3. A key theme in working towards or creating successful revolutionary movements is
the question of how to increase the gap between the elite and the expectations of the
majority of people. This is usually achieved by the insurgent leadership pointing out the
narrow self-interests of the regime's supporters and 'exposing' how the regime neglects
the welfare of the ordinary people. Once a re'lolutionary movement has been successful
in establishing itself as a political force - that the ruling regime has not been able to
eliminate or control - the next phast: can begin, Le., organising guerrilla forces.
4. Guerrilla warfare is a method of combat that can be utilised by people who live in an
area that is either occupied by, or surrounde j by, forces they see as their adversaries.
Guerrilla warfare is the military form or met nod arising within an insurgency; the next
military step of an insurgency. The adversary include sections of the community that,
by virtue of their privileges and power, naintain or develop what the insurgent
movement sees as injustice and inequality. A section of the population that feels
suppressed, and cannot practice its religion or work politically towards its beliefs or
ideology may thus take up anns to achieve gr~ater influence over its own situation.

Lack of distinction between civilians and c )mbatants
5. In conventional conflicts, there is an evicent division between combatants and noncombatants. In conventional conflicts thi~ division takes place around the issue
concerning prospective soldiers, who are recruited to the army either through a format
of laws of conscription or through volunteer I:mployment as in professional armies.
During the time of the military contract the individual is no longer seen as a civilian, but
as a soldier. In this war situation the division is distinct, the soldier wears a uniform,
carries weapons and belongs to a militarily o:·ganised unit with special tasks.
6. In the "'new wars" the distinction between combatants and non-combatants is often
non-existent or in some cases much more difficult to observe. This arises in part
because civilians are very close to the fighting activities.
The private soldier in these new contlicls can also belong to different types of
organisations. devoting themselves to a range of activities including military
occupation, criminality, black-marketing, smuggling and sometimes looting of the civil
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population. Soldiers of this type often do not 'Nt::ar uniforms in the same way as soldiers
in conventional armies. There may be many important reasons for this, but one
important reason is the advantage the organisation receives through mixing together
with the population, thus allowing their activ til~s to be more easily concealed. In these
circumstances. civilian support is of the utmo~:t importance.
If the soldiers receive the support of the population they can move freely, obtain
lodging, hide in villages and houses, use the well-known paths. Importantly, the
population also has information about the elemy, the terrain, the roads, bridges that
they would be more likely to share. Food sUPflort can also be essential.
If a combatant cannot be distinguished from the population the conclusion will be that
anybody could be a combatant, which can gi ve rise to enormous difficulties. This lack
of distinction between civilians and soldiers made it easier to shift roles. In one moment
a solider can be a farmer, in the next a hOffii~ guard fighter and in the next a guerrilla
fighter.

Lack of Hierarchical Structure
Participants in the new types of conflicts work within a highly decentralised
organisation, which differs from conventiomI, hierarchal military organisations. Often
they act in large areas, where a commander ;annot control every sub-leader. He relies
on that the sub-leader who should have the ability to fulfil his tasks without controlling
every step.
Further, these groups are not a unified unity, but more often a mixture of local warlords,
paramilitary units, gangs of bandits, units/leaders from abroad, mercenary troops and
sometimes "regular units".
A guerrilla organisation often has to operate without an adequate communication
system, which promotes their decentralised nature.
In the beginning of an insurgency movemerlt help is required. Commonly, leaders of
these movements utilise people who have bel:n trained abroad. Many nations have built
up camps for the training of guerrilla leaders and soldiers (Libya, Uganda, Angola, Iran,
Syria etc). In these camps the leaders are trained militarily and ideology in guerrilla
warfare. It is an advantage to use well-tra ned military people in a beginning of a
conflict but not without risk, including theil desire to take over the command. These
nations can export guerrilla warfare to new revolutionary movements. A guerrilla
movement thus has its ideological goals, the overall strategic purpose of why they are
fighting to win. but the leaders cannot (and will not) instruct or give orders for each
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small operation. For example the various components in Lebanon (Hizbollah) and
Afghanistan (Muh~jedin guerrilla) operated independently for a long period without
detailed instructions.
If a commander or sub-leader does not folbw the overall strategy or instructions it
creates an unbalanced approach or structure.

Indirect attacks
7. Guerrilla tactics are most often indirect i e. the guerrilla strikes in areas where the
opponent is weak. The attacking force then retreats and gets out of the way so that it
does not itselr become a target for the 0pp(lnent. This is hit and run. Without using
relatively safe tactics such as this in the beginning, a guerrilla movement will normally
not survive. The guerrillas are often poorl~' equipped and trained, especially when
compared to regularly military forces. They", ill normally not have good, safe bases and
will be threatened with extermination if, at an early phase, they try to hold, for example,
geographical areas or towns, villages against superior force.

,I

8. Maos theories about "safe bases" can p,~rhaps be regarded as a myth in modern
warfare where fighters and helicopters can reach any corner of a country at war. Thus,
the insurgent movements must decide either to be constantly on the move, use only
concealed bases (for example in the jungle), or only to operate in such small groups that
the enemy rarely knocks out more than a handful of guerrilla soldiers in air or artillery
attacks at one time. The modern "safe base" of today is when a guerrilla force can go
over the border to another country where the opponent cannot pursue them for political
reasons.

Tactical level combat
9. These methods of warfare are often limit~d to the tactical level which is generally
the battalion level and below depending on limited aims, due to their low strength and
lack of weapon systems with larger firepower. It is seldom that a combat take place in
the frame of a battal ion.
Actions are conducted as small skirmishes, less tactical assaults or of attacks towards
the weak points of an enemy (in the flank and in the rear). There is an attempt to avoid
an attack in the front. Ambush war fighting i~; a common way to hinder an approach of
an enemy through using roadside bombs, min~s and explosive charges. A small unit can
thus easily stop a larger unit.

Control of local resources
10. In new conflicts the question of control (Iver local recourses is often the triggering
factor. In some cases these resources may be traded internationally (for example
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minerals). Whether control ought to be viewed as a goal in itself or merely as a means
of providing recourses for the contending gDUpS varies but it often the case that they
are a mixture of' local power struggles/politic al antagonism and ethnic and/or religious
antagonism. This means that a detailed study of each individual country or area would
be necessary to assess the subject matter of the conflicts in question and their causes. It
is important to ask why the leaders in question opt to take the paths they do. What, for
instance, do they actually talk about in the spee:ches they give and how are they able to
get the support of the populace? On what t,asis will people more or less voluntarily
choose to follow the leader in question? It is very important for anyone, e.g.,
peacekeeping l()rces coming from outside to :his type of conflict to obtain as quickly as
possible an insight into the attitudes, symbols and mythology the actual leaders use.

Evaluation of guerrilla warfare
A short overview of what one could call 'core activities' with regard to 'traditional'
guerrilla warfare is provided below:

Development of Popular Support
12. Even if the development of guerrilla forces and the conducting of guerrilla warfare
are of central importance to any competent 'evolutionary leadership, whether this is a
success or not will ultimately be determined through political developments. Popular
support for the insurgents is crucial for succe ~s here, something that means that fighting
for this support and maintaining it will be a main objective during the entire struggle.
Without papillar support it is hardly possit Ie for a guerrilla movement to win. It is
particularly problematic organising and maiintaining regular forces without solid
popular support, something of particular necl:ssity if one is to be able to implement the
third phase: the counteroffensive.

Control of fanning activities
13. In an insurgent/guerrilla movement one of its main mission is to 'out-administer'
the established authorities. The main aim of this "fight for the rural districts" in
developing countries will be to gain control of the farming population, which
constitutes the majority of the population and is where the direct influence of the ruling
regime in qucstion is normally weak. Often tile farmers associate the central power with
'negative' activities such as the conscription of soldiers and tax demands. Such activities
may be interpreted as exploitation, as the local population feels that it gets very little in
return for what it contributes. It will traditionally be the village or clan chieftain and
their counci Is that become intermediaries to the central authorities. It is normally
considered extremely important with succc~ssful insurgent movements to break the
traditional tics between the farmers and gov,~rnment representatives. It is consequently
common to put pressure on these intermediarit:s to 'convert' to the revolutionary cause
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and they will possibly be the first victims of :he gradually increasing political violence.
This is when tcrror is most likely to be u~ed. The political arm of the insurgent
movement will then either directly control the 'converted' local officials or they will
replace/eliminate the 'uncontrollable' local leaders/chieftains with loyal people from the
insurgent movement. This systematic elimination of government control over rural
districts will also further contribute to isolating the population from having any
meaningful contact with the central power. This will create an active and voluntary
mass of support for the insurgency; which offers the farmers an alternative and a
promise of a better deal.
14. The revolutionaries main objective is to activate and subsequently maintain what we
might call the "moral isolation' of the central authorities in a country until this isolation
becomes total and irreversible. The focus of the revolutionaries will consequently be in
relation to 'out-administering' these areas anj not primarily overpowering them or their
enemies militarily. This should not, however, be seen as just a destructive undertaking,
as a successful revolutionary movement must be able to build up its own new
infrastructure with a view to replacing the old system. There are several examples
where guerrilla movements have shown themselves not able to implement this social
construction. The chances of them then succ~eding politically are correspondingly slim.
15. The circumstances that lead to the outbreak of a (revolutionary) war cannot be
explained through conspiracy theories. On~ should instead look for an explanation
arising from rapid social change where the w:tual outbreak of war is often a result of the
ruling regime not having been able to meet the new challenges that modernisation
thrusts upon it. It is these challenges which thus then separates a modern revolutionary
war (a longer term of insurgency) from a local insurgency. A typical peasant insurgency
or an insurgency in a slum area in a large I:ity only has short-term objectives while a
revolutionary war led by a very motivatl:d leadership has developed a long-term
strategy with the objective of taking over social power and implementing a new
political and economic order and thus dealins with this change.

Selective use of terror
16. The killing of local leaders has alway; been part of the activities that insurgents
have engaged in but this terror has not normally been the actual basis for civilian
support for guerrilla movements. It may be more correct to see the use of terror as just
one of many weapons used by an insurg~ nt movement as part of its work towards
safeguarding its political interests and its military progress. Typically, the use of terror
in connection with a successful guerrilla novement will be both sociologically and
psychologically selective. If not, the use of error can rebound negatively on support for
the insurgent movement among the people.
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This type of activity will initially normally be carried out in rural districts where the
regime's supporters are often few and sparsdy deployed. The use of terror ought not,
however, to be sccn as the actual main rea;on for the population possibly having a
positive view of the revolutionaries cause. Historically it is often the case that if a
movement loses control over how the terror i; used, this 'weapon' can quickly rebound
on the revolutionaries themselves, i.e., perhaps be the most important reason for popular
support for the insurgent movement wanin~: or drying up. Examples of the loss of
popular support for guerrilla movements cOLlld be how things developed in Liberia,
Angola, Afganistan. Lebanon, Cambodia and in some parts of Sierra Leone.

17. Mostly guerrilla movements need and get the support of the population. As noted
above, this enables the movement to make use of the local infrastructure, food, water
supply, housing etc. The environment may be hostile and this makes the necessary task
difficult.
This may also involve using civilians by fcrce to achieve the goals and in order to
survive. This enablcs the army or the community of military and civilians to be able to
survive and to make provision for all within tle insurgency territory. It is very common
in insurgencies that the civil population is used as support for the different parties
involved, either the guerrilla movement or th ~ pro-government forces. The support can
consist of labour. directly or indirectly 1S farming, building roads, organising
workshops, maintenance, hospitalisation of injured soldiers or housing staff, leaders etc.
The most common payment is protection from the attack of the enemy. In some
instances, the civilian population is used militarily to build defences, obstacles, shelters,
trenches etc. This creates the problem thet if the enemy recaptures an area, the
population can be punished for their support)f the former party. This is very common
during a long civil war.

The main characteristics of a guerrilla mo"ement
18.

a. The military leadership has a large impact of how operations, orders, reports will be
carried out. It can be more important that the leader has charisma, has a personality and
can speak to the soldiers rather than have military skills.
Some examples of charismatic leaders, who have led insurgency/guerrilla movements,
are Ho Chi Minh (Vietnam), Abu Murab al-Zarqawi (al Quaida group), Pol Pot
(Cambodia), Foday Sankoh (Sierra Leone). However, the most effective guerrilla
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movements have been conducted with a conbination of good political and military
leadership (jr.)r eg Ho Chi Minh and General (liap in North Vietnam).
b. The military leadership otten use people fmm their own clan, tribe as staff members,
bodyguards, intelligence officers and otten choose important sub-leaders from his own
community (tribe. clan, town, province) P~:rsonal bonds, relationship and even
consanguinity has great importance. The kaders feel more comfortable with subleaders, staff members they know.
c. The guerri lla leader often has a strong nee:d for direct control. He uses his own
channels to get to know what happe:ns in the front, in the rear, within the staff or by the
civilians.
d. The highest level of operations in guerrilla movements are generally the tactical level
or below. There are. of course, exceptions. They can carry out operations at brigade and
battalion level. but they are seldom well-coonlinated efforts. They work under a kind of
an umbrella of a battalion with battles more ollen company and platoon affairs.
e. The military leaders on a low level (compeny and below) are given large freedom to
solve local problems to fulfil their tasks. Freedom of action is an important part of
guerrilla warfare. This does not mean that there are no rules or regulations.
The communication system does not generallJ allow that the commander can command
and control or change orders during an operati on.
Large areas demand that the commander m 1st rely on his sub-leaders, as he cannot
control them. I-Ie must rely on that his order~: will be executed and fulfilled within the
operations. He must rely on that his sub-lead~:rs solve the tasks in the mission. This
leaves a greater room for misinterpretation be:ween sub-leaders and the commander.

f. Guerrilla warfare has a distinct attack approach. It is seldom that the movement can
build up strongholds/points that can be held fDr more than week or so. The units do not
have the equipment to defend themselves fOJ a long time and often the personnel lack
the requisite military skills.

g. Guerrilla wart~lrc techniques are built on using high mobile and small units, who can
manage without using roads, can conceal th;:mselves and strike with full power with
surprise and then withdraw quickly. When the operations become larger there is a
greater need for control of roads for supply and other support. It then becomes
important to try to hold roads and in these ci 'cumstances seizing and holding junctions
becomes important. but demand many people Soldiers in the rear can take care ofthis.
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i. Guerrilla warfare is often conducted in laq,e areas with a weak infrastructure. The
communication systems, which normally r~ Iy upon radio sets, are of the utmost
importance. This gives rise to numerous prot lems, not least of which are the issue of
how to obtain and maintain support for the sy:;te:ms, e.g., obtaining radio batteries.

j. Commanders otten have small staffs and ~:ometimes none at all. In well-organised
guerrilla movements however you have a military staff with a Chief of staff (COS), who
coordinates the starf work and gives recommendations to the commander. This happens
very seldom in these movements because mo~:t1y those involved are not trained in staff
work.
In some guerrillas/insurgency movements, you have a staff in a similar way as in a
conventional army (a general staff - G- staff). The staff is organised to support the
commander in runn ing his military operation. (G 1- personnel, G2- intell igence, G3operations, G4- logistics, G5- planning, or civil affairs, G6- communication, G7training). The COS is responsible for staff ar d its work. Outside the G-staff you have
generally a political section supporting the commander with political advice. This type
of staff docs not generally interfer~: in civil ,Iffilirs etc. Examples of this type of staff
you can find in Palestinian Liberation Organi~ation ('PLO'), North Vietnam/Viet Cong,
Chechnya, ANP in South Africa.
Most guerrilla movements contain only a small military staff and the staff section
reports directly to the commander. In these circumstances, the military G-staff are
usually mixed with a "civilian-administrative staff'. It is usual thus that within a
guerrilla stafr there are more civilian adminis:rators because the staff must take care of
civilian issues. This can focus the staff on administrative matters as opposed to focusing
on supporting the military operation.
It is usual, even in guerrilla staffs, for there to be a Coordinator (chief of staff). This
was lacking in the RUF. The consequences of having a small staff or one without a
Chief of Staff \vould include the following:
Bad long term planning
The commander would lack a second opinion from staff
The coordination would be loose leading to n(l11- integrated operations
The staff section heads (G's) would act independently
k. Commanders olten have Second in Commands (2IC's). The 2IC's are generally used
to take care or the rear area, as the link to th~ population and the support issues or for
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special tasks. Sometimes they take care of 1 second front (at the side of the main
operation). The overall commander must concentrate his efforts to fulfil the military
operations. However, within a guerrilla movement there is a need to obtain
support/supply and to take care of areas that have been conquered and are under the
control of the guerrilla/insurgency movement. The 2IC will often be used to take care of
these tasks. This is similar to the situation witlin a regular army and both require a 2Ie.

I. Political control
In a guerrilla movement there is a political control, but more directly in the areas, at the
front. For example. political officers who cortrol the commanders and soldiers follow
the rules and f()llow the orders. In other word!:, they exercise control over the ideology,
the code of conduct etc. In a guerrilla movl~ment it is more difficult to replace the
political leadership. There are a few well edu~ated persons and it is the same with the
military leadership- not many commanders are trained to execute large operations.

m. Payment and Health
Conventional arm ies have officers and soldiers, which usually are well paid with extra
risk charges and well-built assurance system. There often is a system at home, which
takes care of the liunilies - a social network. For a conventional soldier everything is
free (salary, food. clothes, laundry, transportation). He has leave periods after he has
been in the frontl ine. For a guerrilla soldier or leader it is worse. He must often take
care of his t~lmily. his house. He will be paid, Jut often not regularly (and not wellpaid).
He often has no uniforms or other clothes. Food supply can be a problem. He must rely
on the supply of the area/town/village. In a conventional army there is a well built
medical treatment system. The demand is in cne hour after the soldier has been injured
he shall be treated by a surgeon. The guerrilla movements can have a medical treatment
system but often lack of doctors or nurses, dr~ssing stations, medicines etc. Here there
is a big difference.

Phases of gucrdlla warfare (as illustr:lted through the RUF)
19. As suggested earlier, guerrilla warfare normally leads to a protracted and bloody
conflict. In "classic" Maoist or Marxist-Lenilist theory on the topic it is common to
operate with three stages of "the protracted war" where great emphasis is normally
placed on explaining why it is impol1ant to prolong the war, namely to win. This theory
is especially previtlent in Communist (especiHlIy Maoist) military theory as well as in
places such as I,ihya.
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It is normal thus to divide guerrilla warfare into three phases. The first phase is the
defensive phasc, thc second is the "balance of rdative strengths" and the third phase is
the "general counter offensive", The RUF gu~rrilla movement corresponds roughly to
this analysis.
First phasc
20. A defcnsivc phase: At this time, the enemy (the government forces) is initially
stronger than thc insurgency movement (e.g. the RUF). The regime has an offensive
strategy while thc insurgency would be on the defensive. The enemy (read the regime)
will have 'occupied' a number of towns, conmunications systems, etc. During this
phase, the RLJF guerrilla movement very ofen surrendered so-called safe areas and
parts of the rural districts due to counteroffer sives from the government forces. If the
RUF had tried to rctain areas like these, they would have been eventually overpowered.
Instead, successful insurgent movements use a defensive strategy, while trying all the
while to behave ollcnsively as regards milita'y tactical operations. This is seen as the
best strategy, as a revolutionary force (like the RUF) would be weak in terms of
numbers and inadcquately equipped. During this phase, the insurgents are normally
poorly trained but their morale may nevertheless be high and they may enjoy the local
support of the pcople.
In the first few yc,lrs the RUF lacked the capacity to control the whole country even if
the RUF madc some gains and had successes it is clear that the organisation had limited
aims. The intcntion was clear: tire out the enemy by using simple but flexible tactics.
These constant but minor hostilities typical of an insurgency in its first phase contribute
to the weakening orthe regime's prestige as its forces may be both accused of 'cracking
a nut with a sledgchammer' and at the same time of being incapable of overpowering
the insurgents.
Increase in violcnt confrontation
21. At the bcginning of an insurgency movement there may be few major military
skirmishes betwccn the guerrilla and the government forces and/or police. The
guerrilla/insurgent movement is still too WEak for extensive operations. Instead the
insurgency movcment - if it is well led - will try to avoid the majority of large
confrontations with conventional military units.
As regards political killings, it is typical of a threatened regime to try to play down the
killing of their local representatives or suppoters. The police will deal with the killing
of government rcpresentatives as traditional police matters and as issues relating to a
lack of tax revenuc. The refusal to pay ground rent will be explained as 'administrative
problems', Thrcatcned regimes are often unwilling to admit problems and often there is
no one either who is in any great rush to introduce the necessary reforms. There may
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also be a lack oj' insight into local cultural corditions or a lack of good intelligence, not
to speak of an unwillingness to share or 'elinquish privileges. This behaviour is
obviously unproductive and makes it c ifficult to plan and implement the
countermeasures that are necessary to deal with the insurgency.
Moreover. the inevitable increase in violent ircidents will be an argument employed by
governmental groups as a means to avoid reforms that would be a threat to their
political and/or cconomic interests. Violence then becomes an excuse to prevent any
change 'until the insurgency is suppresse,:I',. Normally, attitudes like these will
indirectly contribute in the end to strengthening the insurgents cause. Often the same
reactionary forces will exploit the situation in order to eliminate (kill, arrest) nonviolent opposition. trade union leaders and (Ither activists. In this way, an increasing
number of activists are driven closer to the illsmgents and their ideology whilst at the
same time an) lIon-violent opposition is weak~ned.

Second phase
22. The balance of relative strengths - The government and guerrilla forces gradually
become more militarily equal. The goverrment army is gradually forced on the
defensive while the guerrilla's capacity to conduct offensive operations increases. The
goal of any insurgency movement is to beeone strong enough to be able to carry out a
general offensive. As the government forces are no longer able to easily tidy up a socalled 'sate area' or recapture a small village If it is lost, the guerrilla no longer needs to
always quickly retreat from his base areas, e,en if these are attacked. Both sides seem
to be able to keep each other under control. However, during this phase there are
hostilities going on almost all the time. The gJerrillas carry out major and minor attacks
on the enemy's areas. A series of limited a:tacks on the government's garrisons and
positions will contribute to wearing down the government forces perhaps just as
effectively as winning one or more major Jattles and at much less risk to guerrilla
forces. During this phase, regular military ulits, local military units for 'self-defence'
(militia) and guerrilla units/bigger and more professional units are organised. Overall
this creates the groundwork for the last pha~e which often takes the form of a general
counteroffensive. It is traditionally this SEcond phase that is the most difficult to
organise, and it may be lengthy, something t lat could easily wear down morale among
both the insurgcnts and the civilian populatiol.
Third Phase
23. General counteroffensive-In this last and decisive phase, insurgents themselves go
on the offensivc. The strategy of the insurgeilts during this phase of the war is to carry
out a counterollensive. while the regime's s:rategy is now to become defensive and is
often characterised by retreat. This phase will come when the government forces and
the populations under their control are weakened and demoralised. Correspondingly, the
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insurgent f()rce'-, arc now well motivated after what they see as steady progress and can
now count at least to some extent, on the support of the people. The insurgents have
now created regular and relatively well-equi~ ped units that together with the guerrilla
units will be able to conduct regular strikes to overpower the government army's larger
units. (At this slage the RUF seemed to have a guerrilla structure with more and more of
a regular army lCalure).
Even if the materia I resources are not yet on a par with the government, army morale is
normally good. Ihe balance of relative stn: ngths obviously varies from conflict to
conflict but a guerrilla movement can normally keep a government force in check even
if the proportioll 01 insurgents to government :;oldiers is 1: 10. During offensive warfare,
the balance 01 relative strengths should howe,rer, be up to 3:1 in the guerrilla's favour.
Offensive warl;m.: also requires different typ~s of arms and different tactics than those
employed during tile first phase of the war. en a normal war situation, an army would
need a superim:l:, of 3-5: I to beat an en~my depending on how the defence is
organised. These ligures are important when a commander plans an attack. However,
these figures Illa~ mean nothing when other hctors such as will, discipline, the support
of the populati\)I1 and political support are taten into account. At the end of a conflict,
these factors are crucial to a successful operaton. These factors were crucial to the RUF
movement that was relatively effective and pclitically conscious.

II Do the Differences (if any) affect (i) the chain of command (ii) the
transmission of orders or instructions through the chain of command
(iii) the repol-ting structures and the way in which subordinates report
(iv) the role or significance of non military factors such as individuals,
personalities 0 I- personal loyalties.
The chain of cOlllmand
In regular ann ie' lhe chain of command is hierarchical. You do not bypass different
sublevels of cl}!l:illand. A brigade commandt[ gives orders to battalion commanders; a
battalion COI11Jl;!ilder gives order to company commanders and so on. In a normal
Western like al111Y organisation there is a t~ndency to reduce the number of levels. It
is common to \\, )I'k with battle groups or composite units to solve specific tasks. A
battle group is cUlllposed of units (battalions, companies, platoons) which can solve
specific tasks. I'ur example, when a commander plans to attack the enemy in a town
then his superior commander will organise 1 battle group for this task (e.g. two rifle
battalions, one i'eecce platoon, one artillery company, two mortar platoons, one
Logistics COlllp;lny etc). A battle group commander will take care of this task. A
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modern coml11tll1icltion system will allow the commander to take this command from a
high level dir,..:ctly to the small units. When this occurs this type of structure and
operation will always strictly regulated in standing operating procedures (SOPs) or in
operational orlkrs specific to this special opemtion or specific task.
In guerrilla movcments, the commander tries:o utilise this same structure. However, in
these types 01' organisations the command,~r will have many or other chains of
command with some kind of controlling system. Sometimes this controlling system will
be political (especially in communist-led guerrilla movements). The controller can
correct or interfere in a lower commanders business, A guerrilla commander can also
use a special intelligence system that may p'ovide information and is apart from the
regular command system. However, they cannot rely on the regular communication
system. The \\:11 have to use many sources to get information in order to try to obtain a
clear picture. I hey do not posses developed technical intelligence systems unlike those
in a regular arlllY where a commander can rely upon sophisticated means to obtain
information (e.g. the use of UA V unmannec aero vehicles, reccee-fighters, technical
monitor etc).
(ii) The transmlSsioil of orders or instructions :hrough the chain of command
In a regular m:il) the transmission of orders go through different levels in a very short
time and are advanced coded. In a couple of minutes, the commander can give orders,
get reports, changc the orders or give new instructions. Within an hour or less, the
commander can obtain support from artiller:r, mortars, air fighters, armour units etc.
This is important sinee it means that within a short time a surprise attack can be
launched which enables firepower - as op~osed to manpower - to be used. This
changes the centre of gravity of an attack ane enables "rolling up the enemy" to occur,
namely building on a success to take the ne:(t step. It is striving for initiative all the
time.
In guerrilla/insul!~eney movement, the trans nilssion of orders takes a relatively long
time. The eOl11l11amkr will plan an operation or an approach and will typically give
orders to the sit!l-cummander orally. The sub-commanders have significant freedom on
how to solve the 1,1-;ks and the commander ha; difficulties during an operation to correct
the plan. ehan~l.' urders, and give new instructions.
In some guerri 11(1 movements, the commun .cation system is well built with a radio
network system c(lvering most of the area involved. Together with the ammunition
supply, the COll1lllunieation system may be tle most important factor for the guerrilla.
Sometimes in modern guerrilla movemt~nts a mobilenetsystem can be used
(Afghanistan. llamas, PLO). In some guerri la movements, they have built up special
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linkage systclll~ to lilcilitate radio and mobile~ommunicationsystems. For the guerrilla
it is highly important that these linkages stations are defended by small units. (Ex
Afghanistan). Ilowcvcr, otten the guerrilla mcvements are using simple radio nets with
rather simple.·uded systems. Often due to long distances commanders must send
messages via 11\ lther commander to the commander he will reach. This often leads to
misunderstand iE'.S.
(iii) Reporting Structure
In a regular amiY the commanders report te, the supenor level under the following
circumstances:
a) When you h::vl.' ;:ehieved your aims;
b) When somciililL' unusual happens;
c) When sendi:,!! ,Llily rep0l1s containing:
I) The enemy iluation
2) The units situatiun
3) The support.;iluation
4) Logistics
5) Civil matter
In the difkrell !mlllchcs. daily reports are issued in detail about the situation for
example, all1llil !li\ll1. food supply" fuel. personnel strength, maintenance and so on.
There also spei.i:i i.ull1munication links for tht: different services (supply units).
The G-staff ((. : .(; 7) take care of the report:; and give orders to different support or
supply units t(l "upport the front live units.
Guerrilla movemcnts also have a reporting s:/stem. It does not differ so much from a
conventional amlY ';ystem. The bureaucracy IS simpler. The float of information does
not come dail) Ihat means that the system is :hl~ same but works much less effectively.
The commandn !.'.'~Ilerally will get information about whether:

the uni,; h:i\C achieved their aims
the SUPiiWl ufthe population
how l1!;\ )j'the enemies have been kiled
own lu,,,,::.; and injured
the ,llll! lililition situation

(IV) The ro;;,~ or significance of non-military factors such as individuals,
personalities ( r personal loyalties.
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Of course, tlK C' are bonds of significance in the personnel structure in a conventional
army. The COii1111andcr onen has a say abollt which 2IC, COS and important subleaders he W~I:ltS lu have in his unit. However, in most cases he takes over a unit
(brigade, batt! lun) with officers already in place. He will have good and less good subleaders. The kderc,hip has a large impact OfilOW a unit works. (Aggressive or cautious,
attacking or dc' ens: ve, take risks or not, using the staff or not).
However the l11111ander and the staff are trlined and exercised in a common way there are stal1c;tre!;. everything is systemised. It does not take long time as a new
commander tu lI111p in and directly find his ro e.
The commant::r ~.lenerally knows his sub- eaders/unit commanders. He gives the
difficult tasks: ) tIll' 1110st skilful and experienced leaders.
He backs up jnior leaders in order to support them during an operation.
This is the sa:l ~' ill a guerrilla movement. Ho.vcver, the bonds as you have to the clan,
the tribe. the t, wn. the province have an impact on which sub-leader you choose. And
sometimes till: :ull1l1lander must make sure of that he can rely on in order to be sure that
the task will I" sulved. Sometimes the commander can use leaders which are better to
take care of ~l I area, organise the civilian population, the support, can speak to the
people than cUlm~\I1d a military unit.
The charisma r a i':ader has probably a great~r importance of guerrilla movement than
in a conventio: JI arillV.
There is a risk i I' tl.cre arc strong bonds between leaders that the loyalty controls your
reports. You \ ) nul report the truth. You re~10I1 what you know will be good for the
superior leadc:
In a conventit :t1 ILuvement, there is political control of the military leadership and the
operations. Tii 111 i' itary leaders must issue daily reports to the government authorities
about the pre ;liliilg situation and planning. If the military commanders does not
execute in the iay ,he political leadership warts then they can be replaced.

COMMAND ,ND CONTROL ISSUES
2. Mission tau cs
The commal1'. and control method of a modern army is mission tactics. In mission
tactics, the ce: illlaLder states a task and alloc ates resources and rules of action, but as
far as possibk em,'s execution to his subordinates. Co-ordination is ensured by the will
of the comlll~lder and the purpose and si:~nificance of the mission being clearly
conveyed. M :,iOII tactics presupposes a philosophy of command and control that
features initial ve, imlependent decision-taking, individual taking of responsibility and
mutual trust I; tIVc\'n commander and personnel. Mission tactics in addition require a
high level or l: ,Jllil1~, and good discipline.
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Each comm<1l:-:r Ius to encourage and give scope for the action of commanders below
him and othe1 ,ubmdinates. In many guerrilla movements and also in the RUF use the
method of m i' ;ion tactics. In order to be able to operate in many areas all over the
theatre of war In ';ome cases the RUF succeeded to execute utilising these mission
tactics.
many I itiatives
indepl': Jent decisions- taking
indivi(! al taking of responsibility (SeslY in Makeni)
But ill 1an) cases you can see the opposite.
no tn:' bet wcen the commanders
a cont: llin~ organisation (lDU, 10, Vanguards, etc)
indepl" dent dccision-making, there cl)mmanders acted with their own agenda
(Supe! l<ln)
"To take thc il tiativc" (Manoeuvre Warfare)
The environlll Ilt of war demand greats flexibility at all levels in the command and
control of 111: t:lr) units. (Manoeuvre warfme). Military units are forced to act in
complex dyn:" 1 ic "ituations often under great uncertainty and pressure of time. An
ability to act II del' d1aotic conditions increases the prospects of attaining command and
control super; iity. Waiting for a definite ba~;is for decision-making in such situations
may lead to i-: initiativc being lost. Decenlralised command therefore promotes the
best warfare.
Manoeuvre \\ ~'iill-c fosters a high tempo. This necessitates commanders at all levels
being able to , ,ploit opportunities and critica vulnerabilities, which have arisen, and to
take the initiilt . iJ all situations. It is also mc~:ssary to solve unforeseen problems and
vity continues despite frictioT of a shortage of information and orders
ensure that
arising occas!ilall). The decentralised right to take decisions additionally means that
the resource~ ilJ1d other competencies of the organisation can be utilised more
effectively.
The requirenL it 01 Ilexibility is sometimes cpposed by the requirement to co-ordinate
operations. I)~. ailed control may need to be applied within the framework of mission
tactics. The I 'quirC111ent of co-ordination is ensured, however, firstly through a
fundamenta \I: COJl1mon assessment of the ~ ituation and the purpose of the mission
being conw),
C,)-ordination takes place ~,econdly through rules of action of other
detailed contI' . It I; better to take initiatives lhan to have a good plan and execute plans
to late.
The number
situations in which detailed control from higher levels improves coordination is. i( )\\ l:ver. small and these siuations have to be weighed up against
superior flex i Iity. which follows from com istent application of mission tactics. This

"l.
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flexibility cal' lleVlT be created selectively end on command. You rely on your subleaders. YOll J I cd to control them. YOll encourage their initiatives.
The ability 11: he ~ldversary to take decisiom, which reach the combat forces in time,
can be redul d by engaging communications and information system. Mastering
command anuill1trol warfare is thus an impc rtant component of manoeuvre warfare, to
both reduce t:1 ' cOl11mand and control capability of the adversary and to protect one's
own command :lI1d control capability, including confidence in one's own command and
control SystCl1 This in tllrn necessitates having a robust and flexible command and
control systC!', You mlist also have an abilit y to control the enemies command system
(Decoding. di irbillg and jamming).
Because o1'th dynamics in all combat, contradictions are part and parcel of the logic of
strategy: doil
the unexpected may be th,~ safest way to success. A fundamental
requirement 11 . 'e Illet is that we generate both the tempo required and creative solutions
to strategic.
crational or tactical problems. Constant initiatives everywhere and
unexpected ell ons from one's own side are not just the most effective way of attaining
an effect agai ,it the adversary but are also effective protection against the measures
taken by the dversary. in that the adversary finds it more difficult to predict our
dispositions :. ,! actions. Manoeuvre warfar,~ presupposes a method of command and
control whicl ium,ltes this action.
An importan;
way every d~
our endeavOlI
that comman(:
being can'iec' '
solve problell
encounter sit
Consistently
warfare to tl
warfare.

:aracteristic of mission tactic~ is that the tasks are not solved in the same
as it is lip to every recipient to find the route to the goal. This supports
:'or creative and unexpected ~lements in warfare. Mission tactics mean
,s at aillevcls have to accept some dynamics in the procedure while it is
:11. Thl1se who carry out a task at the same time have responsibility to
quickly and according to their own capabilities, for example when they
.om that the person giving the order has not been able to predict.
,,)Iied mission tactics are dedsive in being able to exploit manoeuvre
illil and meet the requirement for both co-ordination and flexibility in

The Levels o,arl:lre are outlined within Appendix A.
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With refer! nce to the above and with reference to the available
evidence I w would you define/d escribe the RUF as a military
organisatio bet ween year 1996 to 2000?
The plan ant: trategic aims?
1. Some all-,]bnl\:ing plan (strategic/operation) of execution of RUF's operations in
Sierra Leone '; no: been found in the source material.
This does no;\elulk the fact that such a pIau existed. It could be a written plan or just
a plan discus.'·',l among the leaders or just in :hl~ head of the paramount military leader.
There are ho\ 'vcr. indications that the RUF did not have a military strategy (detailing
operation and ::tical aims) as per a conventic nal model.
It is clear ti.
manifesto of!

the capital Freetown was a goal and this is indirectly clear in the
F ''!-ootpaths to Democracy - Towards a New Sierra Leone":

"It is our co! 'live sense ofpurpose the ideals and ideas we believe in and discipline
that have bro: iii 11\ so close to Freetown".
2. To contro ,1e rural provinces was insuffil:ie:nt for the aims of the RUF. The size of
the RUF opc' tiol1'; and their strategic aim:; correspond to conventional operational
plans of war ,.1 I execution of wars than withi 1 the types of conflicts fought by warlords
and bandit gil ~ with limited military resources.
3. The peri,
however the
some regulal
tasks, civilia:,
demonstrate(;
leadership, tho
depending up
front the Rl
organised ml
tasks and aist

fro!11 1996 to 2000, the RUF had different roles and missions. Mainly
F \\ as a guerrilla movement with a mixture of guerrilla warfare units,
,nvcntional army structure, te'ritorial area control units, security/police
liliLtI') cooperation and some staff structure. The flexibility, which was
vas large depending on the diffl~rent situations, progresses, defeats, the
poli: ical structure etc. Durint this period the RUF had different units
: wh.Te and how the missions were being conducted. For example in the
wa' urganised like a guerrilla movement whereas in the rear it was
like a territorial defence with military, police and civilian/humanitarian
,orking with NGO's.

4. Classitica

. 101'

Phases

4.1
This period i

:]ara'lcriscd by the jungle war 'are.
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There ,a military organisation with a battlefield commander (BFC), a battle
group lmmander (BOC) and 4-5 area commanders.
(It is l:lcar now, how the role played between BOC and the area commander
in Ka ;hun area had been worked out)
Ouerrl movements units within the western, Northern Pujehun/Kenema, 130
Higlw, Y, Penamajungle areas,
8ase, e)' s Zogoda
The n Ie as BGC was unclear. It seen.s that the BGC here is more of a kind of
deput:, to BFC with unclear tasks.
~nd

4.2

of 1996 (Oct 1996, Zogoda falls)

This period
still characterised by jungle war, retreats of the RUF and delaying
operations fn;:ll the RUF
There is a mil t:try organisation with continuity of command within the area commands,
The leadershi , is unclear after M. Tarawallie was killed. Sam Bockarie seems to more
and more takl llvcr or utilise the disorder in the RUF.
Guerr ia organisation and tactics with n the areas.
The Rt iF had still the jungle bases and a certain control ofthejungle areas.
Kailahun is the rear/base area. The :;olid base of the RUF. Kailahun can be
consil!:red to have a territorial army structure with close military/civilian
coope':ltion.

)cccmher 1996 - May 1997

4.3

This period
characterised by an unclear military organisation. S Bockarie takes the
lead of the UF military organisation (BFC). The role of battle group commander
(BGC) seem still unclear. The BFC (Bockarie) gave orders directly to the area
commanders. It would appear that the BGC was more of an assistant to the BFC. He
was not able [0 command any of the area commanders. On the other hand a lot of
subleaders rC'.arded BGC as the deputy to BFC. But on the other hand a lot of
subleaders rqarded BFC as the deputy to BG<::( D Lansana)???
The aI'as are sti II the bases for the gUt rrilla operations.
Kaila: 111 ean more or less be regardl~d as a territorial area (a base area) with
distin' roles between the military and the civilians. This is significant.
It is ti: first time rank and assignment did not correspond, which caused major
schisl] s in the RlJF
80th sides

SCl ill

to be apparently able to keep each other in check.
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\;}ay 1997 - 13 February 1998

This period Ie. characterised by "cooperation Jetween AFRC and RUF" or "the AFRC
government
MiliLi,'ily this period can be characterised as a national protected military
strucllire, neither a regular army struct Jre nor a guerrilla movement. "The units"
appcurcd like "police forces" with a lot of freedom to act.
The cJordination and cooperation between AFRC and RUF was militarily not
the bc;t.
They did not accept the ranking system of each other. In spite of they were
organ i sed to work together, the commend structure was in disorder.
The \FRC and the RUF were badly organised. The AFRC had political and
milit,;"y leadership in Freetown, where the RUF had weak positions and
influcnce. The RUF's military leader was in Kenema (Bockarie). He ought to
have been in Freetown to repn:sent the RUF. Now it became a
"dou!) ccommand", because Bockarie still had a grip and influence over the
RUF,
l'he 'warlords" in the jungle still h<id large power and were not willing to
relim; lish their power positions.
Unc lu r command structure.
Withi!l the RUF an organisation of brigades was developed In this organisation
there was a separation of power between RUF and AFRC. A battalion
comllnnder from the RUF had a d,~puty from AFRC and vice versa. The
brigau'-:s had more of an administrative function than a combat role.

4.5

i'he Retreat from Freetown

This period i characteristic of a non-military )fganised structure. The RUF had no plan
for defence <end had no plan for retreat. It wa~: an easy task for ECOMOG to throw out
the RUF frol1l Freetown. Almost all reports (If witnesses state that it was a mess. The
RUF/AFRC\ ere surpriscd and it was unclear who was the military leader. Many RUF
leaders WOld appear to have been more interested in taking care of their families than
organising il; y military rctreat. However, ,ome military leaders (Superman) took
separate initi livcs to organise units and launcl some attacks on the ECOMOG units.

4.6

vlid March 1998 - December 1998
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This period s characterised militarily as a mixture of a territorial Army structure
(KAILAHUN) and a kind of guerrilla organisation (e.g. KaNa).
Sam hockaric has the military lead
Still u!1clear structure of command, who commands who?
Uncle!r between the leaders of AFRC and the RUF Substantial animosity
bet\w 'n different parties.
A vel' loosc military organisation
The balance ,ctween the RUF and the government forces weigh more to the advantage
of the RUF I ilitarily in the rural areas, in spie of problems between the leaders within
the organisat,.ll1s.

December 1998- December 19S 9
This period ~ .cms to be a more of a regular army structure in the RUF
Bock tie tried to reorganise the RUF: He: made Brigadier General promotions.
The ; lack on Freetown in January 1999 is a well-organized military assault
with,igns of a regular army (clea' aims, selected aims - personnel and
buildlgs). "A planned operation and organized" (United Nations, Secretary
Coun j I, Fifth report of the Secretary General on the United Nations Observer
Missl()J1 in Sierra Leone, p 6.) This s a SLA attack, supported personally by
Bock;\i'ie. However, the RUF do not appear to have participated in planning and
exeCl ing this attack. This is the last and decisive phase for the RUF. The
strucl .re seems to be more regular army like (brigades, battalions, campanies,
etc ).
In so IC areas Kailahun, Kono, Makeni the population appeared to support the
RUF I'he RUF had a relatively firm gJrip over these areas. The RUF worked
with 1e civilian authorities to help tIle population. The atrocities from within
the I< F/AFRC made it more difficul:, however, to find practical solutions. At
the e,1 of this period the military bdance had shifted more and more to the
adval' age of the RUF. The RUF ha:l many units all over Sierra Leone and
coop' dted broadly with the civil popu lation (districts ....).

4.8

)eccmber 1999 - May 2000

The UN intl ,ention. the end of ECOMOG and the start of the demobilisation of the
RUF charact lise this period. Sam Boekarie vlithdrew to Liberia. The RUF had a loose
military org; i isation, where some command,~rs did not obey orders and instructions.
The commal! structure seemed to be clear. On the other hand it appears that Sankoh
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undermined llLiCh for Sesay. Orders and coun:er orders happened frequently. There was
no clear stafilrganisation. It was left to personal initiatives within the areas to facilitate
cooperation \\ ith the UN, civil order and disarnament (Sesay).

IV
From a m ditary pcrspcctive what were the most important objective
factors, a~ 'crtainablc facts or histo)"kal practices which might have
impactcd dpon the RUF's organizational structure and ability to
conduct n: Iitary operations (with focus on the chain of command or
reporting ~lructures) during 1996-2000?
RUF Orgall;ation
I. The RUt was set up from the beginning with a hierarchical structure on traditional
military line: The hierarchy developed over time, as the size of the organisation and the
area controll -\ varied, but it was based on variations of areas of combats and battalions,
organised in: war ti·onts. The unit structure ~eems to have been loose, with manpower
switching re lively easily to where it was m)st needed. It also appears that individual
leaders and ghters had more loyalty to individual commanders, and would identitY
themselves l being part of that commander's group, rather than being a member of a
particular co :pany, battalion or area.

2. Commanvrs were assigned ranks accordng to their commands or position in the
organisation .\fter the ECOMOG intervention of February 1998, some AFRC elements
were absorb·J into the RUF structure, and AFRC officers appointed to positions of
responsibilit. Some AFRC officers appear to have been received RUF promotions.
However, th, RUFfAFRC was based on the F.UF structures and adopted RUF methods.
In many resl cts this "RUFfAFRC" was simiar to the pre-junta RUF. In the beginning,
there appear- [0 have been a cordial atmosph~re between the two parties but there was
also a large degree of animosity between the RUF and AFRC officers and men
especially at i le top level. This of course exc udes those AFRC forces and commanders
who went to IC Northern Jungle, and later be:ame the AFRC MusafGullit faction.
3. The RUt so adopted a rudimentary staff ~ystem. Each group of any size had its G2
(intelligence G4 (logistics). and G5 (control of civilians) officers. They supported the
commandcr I thc execution of their duties although not in any systematic way as
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would be c.\
system, but ,.
commander,
decision fro!
for anyone
decisions.

e:cted in a western army. In th,~ Headquarters, there was a G I-G5 staff
:hief of staff did not coordinate them (COS). They reported directly to the
. subunits. Somctimes one branc h chief was able to act freely without any
the commander. This meant that it would have been extremely difficult
.:ommander to get an overvieN and to form the best foundation for

I. RUF deci;: on - making system
(i)
In W ,tern armies and the Russian army system and in other well-organised
insurgencY/i. lerrilla movements the decisioll-making system is well structured. The
staff is iny Ived and gives recommendations to the commander. The process is
regulated in [Ie SOP (The standard Operating Procedures).
(ii) In the
how to mak
had experici
the exeeutil
officers and
planning bu
long-term p
was the nC:\1

UF this did not work with the (i-staff. There were no formal methods on
decisions. The well-experienc{:d commanders (after 1996 a lot of them
:e) often acted without discussion with any of the staff. It is clear that with
of larger operations some ccmmanders had meeting with loyal staff
,ubordinated leaders to have di~cussions concerning the situation and the
in the decision-making proces, Ithere appears to have been hardly any
,nning or decision making concerning what would happen next or what
itep? Which alternatives do we have? And so on ...

2. Control Ystcm
In all militar
Control has
generally ga\
it could bc 1
subordinatc
was more di
movement \\

command system you must hav~ an effective control system.
iree elements: dircction, oversight and coordination. RUF commanders
strong direction: usually this vias by giving orders face to face, although
radio. Orders tended to be simple and clear; there is little evidence of
llnmanders being confused over what was expected of them. Oversight
lcult for the RUF, given the di~p~:rsion of guerrilla groups and given that
'; by foot.

The principCl. means ofenforeing control was through the application of the disciplinary
system at a . iI1ior level; and through control of ammunition supply at a more senior
level: erranl subordinate commanders were starved of ammunition by the RUF
leadership \\ ite loyal subordinates were rewarded with sufficient to maintain their
operations. .Ithough Illany guerrilla operations were independent, commanders
coordinatcd I.e: efforts of their subordinates ",hen necessary.
(iv). This me :1t it was not easy for the highest commanders to control the operations.
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Example or a well-organised branch structure (note that IDU had other tasks as well)
The IDU-stn'ture
I. "Ineid I1t"
II. Loea i DU investigates
III. RepoJ to overalllDU commander (RUF) sometimes to the area commander
IV . .ISBI !:oint Security Board Investigati::m)
V. Rccodmendation to the leader (punislment or not)
VI. The l:cision
VII. Orde to MP to execute the decision

Thc Ii U investigated any offences tif;hters that may have been done to civilians
and b ween fighters or commanders
Some, mes the IDU commanders reported to the overall commanders or
some! mes to the area commander
Thc.l LJ was only contacted in difficllt cases or serious cases
.ISU r Itting all MP, !DU, G5 togethe-. Wherever something happened they met
togetl T to decide on matters. Where the JSU decide on matters, they
recon nend the punishment to the commander
Somctiml in the IDU-structure they would not have been able to follow the right
chain or l >mmand. Many initiatives cou!:1 be taken by commanders in order to take
commam )f IDU's and conduct them.
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are diagrams, which

represl~nt

the basic chains of command, and

'\pparent Organisation and chains of command

5.
(I

1996
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~

The leader
Sankoh

~

BFC
(Tarawillie) - Zogoda
BGC *
[ (SB )

-

"Overall Arca Commander" I
(M. Lamin)

KAIl,AHUN***
(PY)

PUJEHUN
(Michael Rogers)

PEYAMA" ]
(Sman)

Batt
(SB)

I
NORTHERN
JUNGLE
(MT)

/1 ~"
Batt

[B:J

_J
WESTERN
JUNGLE
(Sman)

I

]

BOHIGHWAY
Morris Kallon

KANGARI HILLS
(1M)

* SB was moved from a battalion comm, nder to BGC in November 1996
** Peyama fall at the end of 1996
*** Sesay overall commander of Kailahun 94-96. Sesay disagrees with this and
there is clearly some dispute; for example witness TF-360 says this was the case.
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Many area commander (seven) under the command and control ofBFC
By the end of 1996 Kangari Hills, the western area, Kailahun were left as
"areas" in the RUF
The battalion commanders were under the command of the area commanders
No unit commander had command over an area commander
The BGC seems to have no units undei' his command
Intelligence officers (10) reported din:ctly to the leader (situation reports from
the different fronts)
"Overall area commander" an unclear position, maybe a precursor to the BGC.
The role of BGC has never been clearly defined.
Sam Bockarie became BGC (NovembtT 1996)
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December 1996 - 2 May H97
Organisation/Chain of command

Leader

L--

~ --------~~

]

Advisor

S_a~n_k-o-h---__ ~--------L-----~---._L-a-m-in---~
Spokesman

BFC
(Bockarie) Co I

Kailahun Area
(PV)
LtCol

~

~assaquoi

~------,

Jrthern Area

(1\1)

CJI

BGC
(IS)
Lt col

The IIQ's in BUEDU (from January I'J97)
It is extremely difficult to give orders or get reports from a lower rank position
The role as BGC seems to be weak (21 C, advisor, assistant to BFC?) There is no
evidence that Sesay was 21C, but many considered him as next in command
after Bockarie. You cannot see that th(~ area commanders considered Sesay to be
2Ie.
The jungle areas seems to have highes: priority
Kailahlln area is the base.
But Kailahlln was important militarily for the support of the operations. The
civilians appear to have been treated well. You could not see any selective
terror.
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May 1997 - February 1998
()rganisation/Chain of command

A. Around Freetown (May 1997)

Lea~

san~

BFC
Bocharie

0~erman

~

I

Kailahun

I

Isaac Mongor
group

~roup

C::"qUOi

BGC
Sesay

Kailahun
(P Vandi)

c:·~
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B. September 1997

Ch~~an ~
Vice Chairman
Saj Musa

~_T_h_e_c_o_u_n_c_i1_1~
Chief of defence staff
Koroma

/

f----------,

,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,

,

BFC/RUF
(Kenema)
Bocharie

,,

,,

,,

,,
,,
,

BGC *
Sesay

Mongol'

Sman

BO

Gbundema

LUNGHI
Rambo

Brigades

•
•
•

Sesay's role appears to have been more or less a kind of a coordinator, facilitator
with some logistical tasks.
An extremely difficult structure of chain of command
Many chains of orders and reports.
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After 9 months approximately a Brigade Structure was implemented.
Brigade structure
Brig commander
Lansana
SLA (deputy)
Batt
Batt
Batt
Batt

Baimaa
I<.uiva
Nyama
I<.indu

I. Brigade
2. Brigade
3. Brigade

I<.ailahun
Kana
longo

I.
2.
3.
4.

HQ Pedembu (admin role)
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The command Structure February 1998

Defence staff/Army staff
Koruma /Williams

BFC
Bockarie

BGC
Sesay

I K~i.lahun
Vandi

Sman

Mongol'

Lamin

----'

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
5)

Some observations
Bocbrie gave orders directly to Superman
Sesay was able to get orders both from BFC and the defence/army staff
Sesay gave orders to Vandi in Kailahut1
Bocbric tried to coordinate with JPK and the staffs
JPK t~dked directly to Superman and Sesay
Superman, Mongol' and Lamin reported to SB
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Chain of command RUF March 1998

JPK

--------------Mike Lamin
_ Military adviser

--

[

CDS- Chief
I )efence Staff

(SB) (Brigadier)

---

KAILAHUN
Brigade commander
Col Sesay

--

[

KONO

'-,uperman

[KOlNADUGU I
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From March 1998 - December 1998

After JPK

W,lS

sent to Kangama and dismissed from the RUF

A) Chain of command

(theoreticall~')

De~~i~:~:aLJI4-"-------.l·I,--_G__S_ta_ff__
Boekarie

BFC
Sesay

KO~O

(13(,(,)

Superman

Mongor

j

GANDON
Rambo

*) It is uncle;,," if Kallon both was battlefield inspector and deputy to Superman.
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From March 1998 - December 1998

B: Chain of cUlllllland (de facto)

[3-

•

Black gll:u'c!s

•

I

EJ-·'
~---------

: Area

•

CHI EF OF DEFENCE
FIELD
COMMANDER

G-Staff**

BOCKARIE

----j

COl11lildllders
_

1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

LEADER

:

J

KONO
Sman

SESAY *

~LAHUN

KaHan
KOINADUGU
Sajmusa

Bambali District
GuHit

[ i(UF, AFRC, STF ****
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January/ ear; \ February 1999

ChiefB~:~k::~C
oc ane
(Buedu)

Overall
IDU
Gbao

I---

Staff/
office

'taff

fmnnmmj

-------I

Sankoh

- ..

Gullit

1

l----

I Bazzy I

Q
I
I

I
I

I

EJ/

-J'"

[brahi~Mana

l ~~~~ali
J

BGC
Superman
(Lunsar)

2) Brigade
Brigade Commande:r
Rambo
'----------

Gbundema

General
Bropleh

Kallon
Brigadier
Mani

/
I) Cooperated in the attack on Waterloo and Masaika
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2) Cooperati(}l1
3) Some ordcl- (for example attack Port Loko)
4) Gullit was linked with Superman
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December 1999

[

Sankoh

StsayBFC
and 131-'1'1

RegionallIQ
Makcni
Kallalldo

Magburaka
ALred Turay
I.-------->---L----,

Lunsar
Mileskie Kallon

Bo
Rashid Sandy

Kailahun
Brigade
Commander
Lansana

Here shows the structure who reported to Sesay. Some sources mentioned Sesay as
Battle field inspector (which means that he had a more of a controlling function).
Although the weight of the evidenct: suggests that he was the BFC.
De facto is a Hattie field inspector a high officer, who controls the field activities, that
orders and directives are executed, that rule:; of engagement, law and order and the
discipline is fullilled.
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February - May 2000

Lc~ader

Sman

Scnkoh

---,
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

Massaquoi

Gbao

IDU

I
I
I
I
I

,
I

---

Gbundema

-----\---.

Col *
Short Bai Bureh
(Magburaka/
Makeni)

Turay

Col
Sherif
Northern Region
[;
(Makeni)

~~

'"iccll
~

,..------,

Col
Banya
(Tonga)

**

Col
Big
(Kana)

* Later commander 4th brigade (Magburaka)
** Sankoh gave orders directly to differert commanders on all levels.
*** Close cooperation
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v
What factors would you expect to have impacted upon the ability of
Sesay to control those who were in lower rank or had different
assignments during the different periods of the RUF?
Firstly, it is important to describe/define the various assignments/functions in the RUF
system. Of course, they changed during the different periods/phases.
1. The Leader ( de facto)

The leader had the paramount responsibility of all activities within the RUF. He had the
political responsibility, control of, and cOJrdination between military and civilian
activities. The leader should have responsibility over:
the administration in occupied areas
the law/human right system
the code of conduct of the troops
the support to troops
the support to the civilians in occupied areas
diplomacy towards to other countries (supporting nations)
The assignments and ranks ofthe highest military and civilian leaders
Negotiation during peace periods or (easefire periods
The leader should determine
the goals for the RUF
the military/political goals during different phases

2. Battlefield Commander (BFC)
He is the overall military commander ard responsible for all military operations
including military territorial activities. He shall have military strategic plan for the
operations. endorsed by the leader. He shall)lan, execute and control the operations. He
is able to build up the support of the operati )ns. He is responsible that there is the right
balance of strength of the units. The BFC sh;lll use a staff to support him conducting the
military activities.
Under his command he has sub-leaders of units and staffs.
The BFC shall only get instructions from the le:ader.
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3. Battle group commander (BGC)
Many sources consider the BGC as number three (after the leader and BFC) within the
RUF organisation.
In western army terminology, a battle group commander is commanding a battle group,
which consists of units up to the size of a brigade (2-4000 men) and minor. A battle
group is an effective "war machine", which the commander can use to settle (conclude)
the decisive battle. When a battle group attacks, the area commander shall support him
with all means.The BGC has right to use the support in the area in order to fulfill his
tasks.
In the RUF organisation, the BGC role is extremely difficult to explain/describe. There
is no clear definition. He can be considered as
2 IC to the BFC
An advanced advisor/staff member
An assistant to BFC to clarify special problems
A reserve for the BFC
A leader to conduct minor operations
Sometimes a leader has been assigned as:he BGC de facto to just place.
The role of the BGC in different phases and creas has been unclear.
The BGC roles shifted all the time, dependinl~ on the situations (de facto and de jure).

4. Area Commanders
The area commanders have full responsibility of all military activities in his area. The
area can often be the same as a district. He has a territorial responsibility, which means
he shall coordinate civilian and military acti vities, support the civilians, and cooperate
with the civilian leaders. In the frontlin~ areas Gungle areas) the commanders
concentrate their activities in war fighting - 10 control the whole area. In rear areas (for
example, Kailahun and Makeni at the end of 1999) the area commander has more a role
as country governor, to run an civilian occupi ed area, supporting the civilians, act as the
paramount head of the police - but also be able to defence the territory.
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Different phases

5. 1996 to May 1997
Sankoh was de facto the political leader cf the RUF, but had also an interest and
controlled many military matters. He was in charge of the assignment and rank system
within the RUF, which always is imp)rtant in a military system. He gave
instructions/orders to his deputy M. Tarawillie.
When Sankoh left Zogoda (HQ) for peace talks, Tarawillie was de facto the leader in
charge.
Sankoh had taken a mandate to talk to anyone he wanted (Lansana). Sankoh also got
reports directly from the area commanders. Sankoh wanted talk to the ground directly.
He did not have to go through channels. But in most of the cases the jungle commanders
at this time reported to SB in Peyawa and the 11 he reported to Sankoh.
Sankoh's way to give "orders"/instructions and get reports established a form, which
then was used by him all the time he was in charge. It was common to bypass the
commanders.
The BFC was Tarawillie. He gave order and the sub-commander reported to him. The
task was large and difficult depending on IDng communication lines, many areas and
commanders and the overall strategy was undear. At the end of 1996, it was a turbulent
period. Before a new command structure w,s established Sam Bockarie took two steps
forward from battal ion commander under 5uperman and shortly after that he became
BFC and de facto the military leader ofthe RUF.*)
The BGC assignment was held by Bockaril: at the end of 1996. It is de facto unclear
which role the BGC had. It seems to be mor,~ like a deputy to BFC. You cannot see that
BGC had any troops under his command.
The area commanders had large freedom )f action. They were "kings" within their
areas. Some areas with a battalion structure with different sizes of the units, some area
commanders had a more loose organisation.
After December 1996 Bockarie took a fa~t grip over the military RUF. He is the
paramount military leader, the BFC and he de: facto gives the orders/instructions to the
staff branches and the area commanders, and they reported to him.
The area commanders have the rank of Colont::ls (besides Peter Vandi in Kailahun area,)
same as Bockarie, however, this fact creates no problems for him.
The role of BGC seems to be weak. De Jln~ BGC is a high assignment in the RUF
military system. Many leaders, officers, civ lians consider the BGC as a kind of deputy
to the BFe.
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De facto, Sesay had a low rank (Lt Colonel) compared to the area commanders and the
role of BGC was unclear. Sesay had here more of an assistant/advisor role. He had no
command role and no troops under his command. It was more a post of honour for
Sesay. Bockarie was able to rely in him and~esay was rather well known by the Sierra
Leonians especially in the Kailahun district.
In November - December 1996 and the perioj after that, the area commanders were the
leaders in complete control and command of their parts of the RUF and were totally
responsible for the various areas.
From December 1996 when Bockarie dl~ facto took the all-embracing military
command over the RUF to the end of 1999 t e was the military leader of the RUF. This
fact affected Sesay. When Sesay became th~ BGC in the end of 1996, this assignment
was more of an assistant role. Bockarie ccmmanded his area commanders and they
reported to him. Sesay was Lt Colonel and in a military/guerrilla organisation or in a
"normal" western like military organisatic>n, he had big difficulties to command,
instruct or give orders to the colonels. SankJh and Bockarie did Sesay a bad turn and
bad stali as the BGC. Both Sankoh and Bockarie gave direct order, instructions and
directives to the area commanders. Sesay got orders from Bockarie, but not directives to
command Superman and the other commandl:rs.

6. The Junta Period (May 1997 - mid Febrllary 1998)
In spite of the ambitions to achieve a full cool'dination of AFRC and RUF there was a lot
of difficulties. The RUF tried to keep the~hain of command as it has been earlier.
However, it was a clear instruction that in units both the RUF and AFRC subleaders
should be in command (They were able to control each other - this was part of the
instruction ).
Before a more stable organisation was estat lished, different groups/commanders were
deployed around Freetown. During this first period Bockarie was in the lead and gave
orders to the commanders of RUF (Superman, Mongo, Vandi (in Kailahun) and to Sesay
as BGC). Each commander tried to create advantages of the present situation. Sam
Bockarie was still the highest military wi thin the RUF (he tried to be second in
command to the chief of defence staff, but th>~ heads of AFRC refused). This first period
of the Junta was of natural reasons extremey unclear. Bockarie tried from the rear to
control the RUF and he gave orders to the commanders in order to try to have double
command in every district, town or village.
During the junta period Sesay was de jure the BGC, but it appears that he still had
difficulties command and control Superman, Mongo and their groups. Both the defence
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staff and the Army staff gave orders directl:! to Sesay, Superman and Mongo. During
the Junta period minor operations appear to have been well executed which suggests
that the role ofthe BGC was not needed.
De facto the BGC role did not work during this period. The AFRC leadership treated
him as good and decent man to negotiate and work with. Sesay had more or less a role
as facilitator, coordinator and with some log stical tasks. Bockarie also used him as his
long arm in Freetown to get reports and somE control.
Bockarie's military power was limited durin~ this period.
Sesay as BGC had a minor role more like a messenger of Bockarie, but had difficulties
to influence Superman and Mongo and had n) possibilities to give orders to them or get
reports from them.
Here we can also see that commanders (Superman) began to not to obey orders from
Bockarie.

September 1997
After September 1997, the different respc>nsible heads tried to sort out how the
organisation should be worked. The council had started to act. The different RUF
commanders reported to the chief of army staff or to the chief of defence staff. Bockarie
still gave orders or instructions to the commanders ofRUF (Sesay, Kallon etc). This was
confusing. Each RUF commander had units or sub-commanders under his command and
tried to increase his own importance (especially Superman).
Sesay had been given the BGC role of Sank,)h and the rank of Lt. Colonel, which also
was confusing. Sesay had no or minor power. De facto the role of BGC did not work at
this period. Sesay had his own groups, but he acted more like a coordinator, facilitator or
assistant to the Junta heads or the RUF. Sometimes Bockarie used him as a
spokesperson for himself.
Sankoh was still the leader of the RUF, but had left more or less the military command
to JPK (John Paul Koroma) and gave orders 10 Bockarie that he should take orders from
JPK, whom in his command structure used the chief of defence staff - FSY Koroma
and the army chief of staff - SO Williams) as his long arm.
Even JPK used Sesay as an assistant/commallder for example when he ordered Sesay to
"the Ferry junction" and issued orders to Superman as well. But Superman refused to
take orders from Sesay. De facto Superman was not under the command of Sesay and
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actually not "de jure". I cannot see any examples, where Sesay had a superior role
towards Superman during this period.
An example of where it should be a task fo' a BOC to act is the attack on Tongo in
August 1997. But Bockarie and the AFRC (Brigade Commander) coordinated the attack
without the interference of Sesay. Maybe this depended on the fact that Bockarie did not
recognise Sesay as a good enough military lelder or Sesay did not have enough rank or
he had de facto no direct military command since he had to make request from the Chief
of the Army Staft).
On the other hand the attack on the ECOMOG compound in Kenema late October gave
Sesay a coordination role as BOC. In this imtance, Sesay reported to Bockarie like the
AFRC commander Col Lion. The military organisation was a kind of ad hoc structure.
There was no standing procedures, no orders or rules concerning its structure.

Some military conclusions from the JuntH period concerning assignments, ranks
and functions.
A real complicated chain of commanj structure, where many high leaders were
able to command the subleaders. The chain of reports from sub-leaders and units
was unclear.
The de facto leader seems to be JPK
The overall military leaders were:
1) Chief of Defence staff - Koroma
2) Chief of Army staff - Williams
3) BFC - Sam Bockarie
Depending on which issue it was, the different leaders took initiatives
Sesay as BOC got orders and reported to all above
Between the area commanders there were no coordination
There was a will to coordinate the nilitary collaboration between AFRC and
RUF but there was a suspicion betwel~n the two groups
Some area commanders did not obey orders
No clear standing operating procedur,~s. An ad hoc organisation - a real mess!

7. The Intervention period (February 1998 to December 1999)

In February 1998. when the intervention started there was a militarily unclear
organisation. the AFRC/RUF was disorganisl:d. The defence or army staff had no ability
to foresee the course of events. The military organisation was a disaster. There was no
plan of retreat or plan for a delaying operation eastwards. The defence staff tried to give
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order through orderly officers to some commanders of AFRC and RUF to start
counterattacks or to build up defence position;. However, the military operations mainly
failed.
At this time, it seemed that Sam Bockarie was the de facto lead of the RUF and took
initiatives, and tried to coordinate the efforts through Sesay, who had direct contact with
the army chief of staff and the chief of defence staff, for example: the attack on Kenema
and the re-attack on Bo.
Here you must consider that the RUF more and more took the lead of the revolution.
Here was a clearer role for Sesay as BGC but he had de facto no command over
Superman, Mongo and Lamin. They acted independently and took their own initiatives.
In fact the BFC - Bockarie did not neither ha,e the ability to give orders to them (from a
military point of view this fact creates a real undisciplined atmosphere within the whole
RUF).
JPK ordered Superman to be the area commander of KONO and Bazzy Kamara was his
deputy. But in fact in March 1998 there wtre two operational commanders in Kono,
Bazzy for SLA and Superman for the RUF. Superman was in fact above Bazzy.

JPK gave order towards Isaac Mongor to leac the way to Kailahun
Bockarie was informed daily.
From March 1998 when Bockarie took over as Chief of Defence, he acted also as the
leader of the RUF, and he was de facto the lIFC with large power. It seems that he did
not want advice or did not consult anyhody. Practically he still acted as field
commander and controlled all military activities including the storing of ammunition,
which shows that he wished to control big and small things. Bockarie had a need to get
reports daily from the commanders out in th~ areas and the unit commanders in the Gstaff. He had a need to be in contact and wa:; sending messages and instructions all the
time. The small units (G-5, medicine etc) a,ked Bockarie about approval to do small
activities. There was a controlling atmosphere. He had concentrated all power to
himself.
He was more or less used as assistant to Bockarie and got tasks to control, for example
to control the targets at the front Iine. From May 1998 to November 1998 he was placed
in Pendembu with an independent task a5 area commander with units under his
command. This was typical for Bockarie. He used Sesay to cover a need in the system.
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In February 1998 after the intervention had 5tarted, Sesay got a more clear BGC role,
when he among other things was ordered by Bockarie to coordinate and execute the
attack on Kenema.
From March 1998 when Bockarie was promc,ted to Chief Defence Staff of the RUF and
brigadier, he took over again as the paramount military leader. Sesay became de jure the
new BFC. Practically Bockarie still acted as the BFC and gave direct orders to his subcommanders and they reported to him. Sesay had a deputy position, but was not in
many cases involved in Bockarie's plans anj decisions. Bockarie used Sesay to cover
"holes" (unsolved problems), when new neec s appeared.

Sesay was a facilitator. Sesay got tasks as control the targets and became later Area
Commander in Pendem bu from May 1998 to November 1998, where he had a more
administrative military task. It seems that S ~say had a good control over the area and
the situation.
Bockarie commanded and gave orders as Chief of Defence Staff/BFC/BGC in one
person. Sesay as usual obeyed orders and together with Kallon and Rambo had the
mission to pursue the ECOMOG units. Sesay had here only control over his own
group.You can of course wonder why Sesay did not question Bockarie's dictatorIike
military leadership. However he had strolg bonds to Bockarie and relied on his
judgements and his military ability.
During the attack in Kono in Koidu town Dc cc:mber 1998 Bockarie used Sesay as a real
BGC, to coordinate and execute the operation. It was a well-organised operation with
features of a regular army and guerrilla operation. The plan was of Bockarie. Sesay had
a good overview of the operation and was pl1ced in the rear, which was wise (Some had
accused him to be not in the front. which WHS rather common among other warriors). A
commander does not need to be in the shooting frontline. Sesay controlled the situation
and his sub-leaders had confidence in him. hom a strict military point of view, the plan
ofthe assault, the execution and "the cleaning up operation" was in good order.
After the attack on Koidu Bockarie was de facto BFC and gave orders to pursue the
enemy. However, Bockarie now gave order~ directly to all his commanders for example
Superman to attack Makeni. Sesay, Kallon. Rambo should pursue ECOMOG through
Makeni and Akin should attack Tongo.Aft~r the Koidu attack Sesay became again a
commander like the others. Bockarie was here a kind of BFC/BGC in one person.
Bockarie's plan was to uti I ize the situation of panics within ECOMOG and take over as
much land/towns/villages as possible. He had here a military strategy but the
coordination was defective and the different commanders had a big freedom of actions.
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8. January 1999 - May 2000
8.1 January/February 1999
During this period you can recognize three sources of military power:
I) Bockarie as Chief of Defence of the RUF with BFC Sesay and his groups including
Rambo.
2) The former Koinadugu group with BGC Superman, General Bropleh, Brigadier
Mani and Chief Admin coordinator North~rn Regim HQ T. Tarawillie.
3) The AFRC/SLA group mainly concentrat(~d in Freetown with Gullit and his group.
In the beginning of 1999 when there were three main groupings within the military
system. Sesay still remain in the mainstream of the RUF, he was de facto loyal to
Bockarie, who with a large authoritarian nanner commanded Sesay and his group.
Sesay was de jure the BFC, but was de facto more of an area commander in Makeni
with both military and civilian tasks. Sesay acted with full authority in Makeni, in spite
of that other commanders tried to question 1is position. In March 1999 the leadership
situation in the RUF got worse, principally depending on that Superman and his group
did not take orders from anybody.
De facto was Bockarie the paramount military leader of RUF, de facto BFC. He still
acted with command- and controlling measures over Sesay and his group, Sesay was de
jure the BFC but he was de facto a kind of BGC with limited authority. He tried to have
control over Makeni and with Rambo as his 5ub-leader.
Superman was de jure BGC of RU F. De facto he acted independently from Bockarie and
Sesay. He worked together with Bropleh and Mani. Reluctantly he coordinated some
attacks with Rambo, who was under Sesay's command. De facto Superman did not take
orders from Bockarie (of course not from SI~say). It seems there was little coordination
between AFRC and RUF around Freetown. However, Gullit cooperated with Superman.
In February 1999. Bockarie makes promoti ' )l1s in order to make an impression that the
RUF should be similar to a regular army structure. He promotes Sesay, Lamin, Mongor,
Kallon and Vandi to Brigadier-Generals. Yo J can observe that Sesay as BFC de jure did
not get a higher rank than the other ones, which again suggests that the ranking system
did not work completely.
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8.2 March - December 1999
This period is characterised by a chaotic leadl:rship situation. Sankoh as the paramount
leader of the RUF gave orders/instructions directly to commanders (Bockarie, Sesay,
Superman, Kallon etc). The coordination was defective. Some RUF leaders even started
to fight against each other.
Superman seemed to more or less act as a totally independent warlord, not obeying
orders from anyone, even not Sankoh. He never acted properly as the BOC of RUF. He
had his own agenda.
After some months Sesay more and more took control of the situation, with the base of
Makeni. Sesay was de jure the BFe, de fact(1 BGC, now he acted more like a "county
administrator" (especially after that Sesay hLd returned to Makeni in October 1999).
Sankoh had an enormous control need ar d he used his power to talk to every
commander he needed, even to junior leaders )n platoon level.

8.3 December 1999 - May 2000 (the disarmament process)
This period characterises of that the strongest military leader of the RUF Sam Bockarie
leaves the scene (December 1999) and Sank,)h gives Sesay the role as the BFC (as he
had been assigned earlier by Bockarie) and promoted to General. De jure now, Sesay
was military paramount leader of the RUF.
In the beginning of this period Sankoh was the leader. He commanded his commanders
directly via radio, but also through visits and meetings. He got the reports. He gave
orders directly and the organisation seemed to be very flat designed.
From December 1999, after that Bockarie bad left Sierra Leone Sankoh gave de jure
Sesay the role of the BFC and the rank of General, but de facto Sankoh did not leave the
whole military command to Sesay. Sankch acted as military paramount leader as
well.and interfered in military business many times. Sesay had also difficulties to
monitor Sankoh' s instructions and orders.
From February 2000, the situation was chaotic if you look upon the structure from a
command point of view. Sankoh gave ordt:rs/instructions both to Sesay and to other
commanders. Sometimes he ordered Sesay in detail, how he should act and soon after
he decided another way to act. Sesay tried to be loyal to Sankoh, but more and more
find other practical solutions to fulfil his tasks or take care of Sankoh's puzzled
intentions.

8.4 February 2000
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In February 2000, the whole RUF began to ;plit up. Many commanders disliked the
orders from Sankoh to arrest the UNAMSIL observers. De facto Sankoh dismissed
Sesay as BFC to be an area unit commander in Kono.
But Sankoh was able to change quickly. He uSI:d de facto Sesay as his BFC to give order
to the commanders (10 February 2000). It was a kind of double command.
Sesay did not get totally freedom to act militarily and to cooperate with UNAMSIL.
Sankoh interfered all the time in the process.
It seems that Sankoh at this stage did not take advice. He changed many times his mind
and orders, which made Sesay uncertain. Sesa~1 choose to wait to act, before he was sure
what Sankoh's intent was.
It was confused for the commanders in UNAMSIL and also for the commanders in the
RUF that orders came from two ways (Sankoh and Sesay). For example (March 15,
2000) Sesay gave orders to KaHon that UN troops were able to deploy (occupy) at the
Arabic college (orders from Sankoh). But at H.e same time Sankoh sent instructions that
UNAMSIL should not be allowed to base there. Sesay tried to all the time as a military
be loyal to Sankoh. The whole situation wa~: worse according to chain of command.
When the fights between lJNAMSIL and RUr took place in May 2000 Sankoh acted as
a BFC/BGC and bypassed Sesay.
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1. Level of warfare independent of which type of organisation it is
The conduct of military activity can be div ided into four levels: political-strategic,
military-strategic, operational and tactical levels. The activity involves personnel from
the top pol itical leadership to individual servicemen on the front line in conflict
environments. There are no clearly defined boundaries between the levels, and they
often overlap. These levels make up a hierarc'lY in which aims, means and methods are
co-ordinated and where activity at strategic level controls the lower levels. It is the
planned effect of the warfare, that is to say the aim of the activity, which ultimately
decides at what level a unit acts.
2. Political-strategic level
Political strategy comprises the co-ordination of the available means of security policy
of a nation or an alliance - diplomatic, economic, military and other - in order to satisfy
national or common interests, that is to sa:r attain the political-strategic aims. The
political strategy defines the strategic aims which the state authorities wish to achieve
and lies down, without regulating in detail, which means and methods are to be used
and limitations on the use of means indicate<L The formulation of political strategy is
formulated for the state authorities, regardles ~ of whether the government decides on a
national operation or, together with other govl~rnments, in a security organisation or in a
temporary coalition, decides on a multinational operation.
A formulation of a political-strategic goal can also be formulated within a guerrilla
movement.
3. Military-strategic level
Military strategy comprises the co-ordination of military power, the overall support, the
priorities (room, area and time), nationally or multinationally, within one or more
theatres or war, in order to attain the strategic aims. At the level of military strategy, the
aims are clarified on the basis of the ove "all political purposes and what military
recourses and methods are to be used. The Supreme Commander, the commander in
chief, is responsible for the needs of the state authorities for military means for conflict
management being fulfilled by combat forces with the right capability being available
for operations within given time limits.
4. Operational level
Operational warfare comprises the co-ordina:ion of tactical activity in larger operations
within an area of operations. The aims are cllrified at the operational level on the basis
of the overall aims of military strategy and h)w allocated means, in the form of combat
forces, are to be utilised and co-ordinated ill different types of larger, primarily joint,
operations. Operational warfare thus constitutes the links between the military-strategic
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aims and the tactical units which are to implement operations within demarcated areas
of operation. A battlefield commander often a<ts on this level. Guerrilla war/combat can
take place on the operational level using both heavy and light units (ex Vietcong Tet
offensive) or heavy attacks on towns and villages coordinated in time in Lebanon, May
1988. But the guerrilla attacks did not worke:l joint and with limited support from air
units.
5. Tactical level
Tactics comprises the co-ordination of tactical activity within individual battles and
smaller operations. At the tactical level, the aims are clarified on the basis of the overall
operational aims and how tactical units, individually or with other tactical units, are to
be utilised and co-ordinated in various operations. It is ultimately by combat forces
attaining tactical decisions and aims on the battlefield that operational and finally
strategic aims can be put into effect. The tactical level is the most common level in
guerrilla warfare. A battle group commander acts on this level.
6. Joint operations
A joint operation is a military operation carried out by combat forces from more than
one type of combat force. In the joint operati:m (land/sea land/air) operational activity
and other operational functions are co-ordinattd where appropriate.
7. Territorial activity
Territorial activity is intended, through collaboration, to co-ordinate military and civil
resources, creating the necessary conditions for conducting and supporting military and
civil missions, maintain a processed scenario as a basis for missions and through joint
planning assist in the creation of a society which can withstand severe strains and
limited armed missions.
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